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Signifier: The Spanish flare is a superb signifier.
In my opinion, Spanish has a way of sounding more dramatic, and fiery no matter what is being said. Just look
at any Spanish soap opera and compare it to an American one. The timing of the words, the passion of the
pronunciation, the expressive facials, and the sexy exotic language all aid in making it dramatically appealing.
Signified: Buzz Lightyear is the eccentrically signified. Spanish Buzz is a Spanish version of the original Buzz
Lightyear, who comes about, when his friends hold his “reset” button far too long. His creation was actually a
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mistake. The original Buzz Lightyear, as a character, is already anal and over zealous, believing he’s an
intergalactic space warrior.
Overall Sign: Buzz Lightyear is cool, but Spanish Buzz is simply the most awesome character around. Filled
with latin language, suaveness, eccentric motion, passion and fierce loyalty there is no better friend to be lost in
translation with. Spanish Buzz rules simply because he is Spanish; therefore; spanish culture is awesome!

Image: Spanish Buzz. various other normal toys, a classroom, a garbage inside garbage truck, and soft light
shining down.
Symbol/Icon/Index:
Spanish Culture: While there are no visible symbols of Spanish culture there are other hits of the Spanish
presence. Music become a logical indexing connection with the guitar and horn. Immediately upon his arrival,
traditional Spanish instruments play in the background; he almost gets his own theme music in way. The type
of music sets him apart as well as his physicality.
Flamenco Dancing: Buzz attempts to act out his love for Jesse in a sort of dance. He twirls Jesse to the side and
begins circling her in a humorous way, like he’s playing defense. He performs elaborate motions and dance
moves. When I first saw this, I thought he looked more like a crazy duck than a suave Spaniard. Humor aside,
lets look a little closer. Yes, Buzz is dancing in an extremely flamboyant style, but its for a purpose. The
director describes it as “flamenco dancing.” It’s a style of dance that is passionate and expressive, some might
say flamboyant and over the top. It was a style of song and dance done by Spanish Gypsies that was meant to
attract attention to oneself. Interestingly enough, another word that is derived from flamenco is “flaming.” This
“in-your-face-ivness” is also what helped give Buzz more of a Spanish flare. It’s almost as if he’s trying to
impress her, to show her what he can do. There’s slapping, clapping, flipping, Spanish guitar music, and a
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confession of love again. Spanish Buzz, as a male, express his love her in a sort of “courtship” dance in hopes
to amuse her.
Lighting: The significant lighting change is a notable iconic index. Spanish Buzz is granted unique lighting and
almost every scene it changes and frames the scene as if it were a stage, a show for Spanish Buzz, to perform.
The Accent: Lee Unkrich, the director of Toy Story 3, stated that they “...wanted it to be entertaining. Not only
does he speak Spanish but he needs to act totally different.” He and producer Darla Anderson both confirmed
that Spanish Buzz isn’t Mexican, but wanted his accent to derive from “more of a Castilian Spanish.” The
accent adds more to Buzz’s unique ethnic traits in this situation.

Denotation: This is a malfunctioning toy who lost in a delusional state.
Connotation: This is a toy who has got swagger!
Diachronic/Synchronic Analysis: Those who have grown up with the original Toy Story series were given a
revival of the original Buzz Lightyear only now with a Spanish flare. Technically, Buzz is back to square one in
terms of his personality but he’s brand new in a since he’s now Spanish and more eccentric. From watching the
DVD features, I learned Pixar invested much research in Spanish Buzz’s physicality. He required a unique
manner of doing things in order to be a memorable and an awesome stand-alone character and different from
the normal Buzz. In our laughter, we grow to love Spanish Buzz because he’s depicted as an admirable
character, who stays true to his roots.
Syntagmatic Analysis: Honestly as a viewer, I don’t know why Pixar had to make Buzz Spanish, but I am
certainly glad they did! In the moments of tension of trying to escape they needed a comedic relief who was
just as dramatic as funny. The solution? Spanish Buzz.
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Upon Spanish Buzz’s arrival, he immediately springs up, striking a dramatic “bullfighter pose” whipping his
hands in the air. He takes a couple steps forward, but in a unique way. He walks diagonally, in a smooth suave
manner as if it were nothing even though its not normally done. His fancy fingers whip into action and pose
and he talks in his StarLog. Every motion is pronounced and exaggerated. We perceive Spanish Buzz as suave
and overly eccentric
Paradigmatic Analysis: Buzz has always been a bit zealous and athletic and becoming Spanish Buzz took him
to the complete extreme. It’s the “over-the-top-nature” that make him likeable rather than being boring and
lifeless.

Intertexuality: Buzz is the only toy to have subtitles. This helps understand what he’s saying while still adding
a humorous effect.

Codes: The Latin Lover: The moment he sees Jesse, the female cowgirl, he’s absolutely smitten with her. In
slow motion through his point of view, her hair waves back as she sexually says his name. Spanish Buzz is
speechless. He crumbles to his knees and professes his absolute love for her. His voice is sexy and smooth as
butter as a low Spanish guitar helps the mood. It’s interesting to note that earlier in the movie, the original Buzz
had an extremely hard time expressing his love for Jesse. In contrast, this Spanish Buzz is more romantically
aggressive in his pursuit of this soon to be fem-fatal. Indeed, Lee was also clear in stating that they wanted
Buzz to become this “Latin lover.” From this clip we perceive the message that Spanish men are extremely
romantic and respect the female gender as a priceless beauty. Not only is Spanish Buzz a Lover but a
passionate one at that!
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Interpellation: I, as a woman am, easily swept away by an attractive accent. While others may not see
themselves in Spanish Buzz, they may feel attracted to his strong romantic, persuasiveness.

Obfuscation: Spanish Buzz is the result of an accident, yet he doesn't hide behind this truth and lives as if he
was the original action figure. Spanish Buzz isn’t bashful or hiding, and one might say he’s a little too open.

Structuralism/Auteur Theory/Jingoism: Pixar did an extremely interesting thing in this animated film. For
one thing, Toy Story 3 takes place within the Toy World. There are defined lines of gender but none of race or
ethnicity since they are all, well, toys. They managed to make a character increasingly different from the rest
and isolated him with humor, mainly deriving from his physicality and gender. I personally am betraying my
love for Pixar at times in this excerpt, but I am happy to say that Pixar did some things right with their
representation of Spanish culture in these selected clips. Pixar is representing an archaic type, and in their
media message they allow us to laugh at him yet admire him in their representation of a Spanish character
through animated physicality and production values. If you take a step back, realize that Pixar is reinforcing
stereotypes of the Spanish culture but in an admirable way: they’re suave speakers, passionate romantics, and
great dancers.

